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Nonlinear sigma models and low-energy effective Lagrangiana play an Important role
iii modern particle physics. They were first discussed in the context or chlraJ dynamic*,
where they were used to describe the nonlinear Interactions of Golds tone bosons. Mora
recently, they have been used to investigate non-perturbativa effects in gauge theories,
to give a geometrical interpretation to matter couplings in nupergravity theories, and
even to provide a convenient framework for analysing the possible compactlfications of
superstring theories.
In this talk we discuss a new type of anomaly that afflicts certain non-iinear sigma
models with fennions [1-4]' This anomaly U similar to the ordinary gauge and gravita
tional anomalies since it reflects a topological obstruction to the reparametrlzatlon lnvariance of the quantum effective action. However, the sigma model anomaly la different
in one important respect — it can sometimes be cancelled by a set of local conntarterms
[3,4). We will show that these counterterms have a simple topological Interpretation,
and that the anomaly cancellation requirements can easily be understood by a suitable
generalization of 't Hooft's anomaly matching conditions {£].
In the first half of this talk, we construct nonlinear sigma models based on homoge
neous spaces G/B. Following Callan, Coleman, Weal and Zumino [6], we add fermlons
to these models, where the fennions transform in various representations pg of B.
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Anomalies arise when th 'fie fcnnions are chiral. We shall show that these anomalies can
sometimes be cancelled by Chera-Simons tenia.
In the second half of thia talk we consider nonlinear sigma models baaed on genera]
Rlemannian manifolds X. We now take the fenniona to live in the tangent space of
M. Aa before, the sigma model anomalies can sometimes be cancelled by appropriate
Chern-Simona terms.
Sigma models on homogeneous spaces G/H describe the interactions or the Gold•tone bosons that arise by spontaneously breaking a group G down to a subgroup H.
The Goldstone bosons can interact with fermiona x*. The fermions form representations
of H, and realise the full (/-symmetry nonlinearly [6]. The signu model Logranglan is
given by
£ = - \ n m ^ ^ ¥
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where the covarlant derivative D^X* i* given by -DjiJC* = dpX* + 3>i^* w^^X^t and
the connection 9p4>* w%*Bfathe pull-back to spacetime of an appropriate connection on
G/H.
The moat instructive way to think of the manifold G/H is aa a icciion of a fiber
bundle £, with total space G and fiber H. This section is parametrized by the group
1

element g — expt^'T , where the T* denote the generators of G that are not in if. In
,

1

these coordinates, the metric j,y = T*[(g~ di9)\ic(B~ 8jB)\Kh

where ff~'f\(, is projected

onto K ~ G/H. The fermions y * *hw> have a bundle interpretation. They should be
thought of as section* of a vector bundle 7 associated to £. The fermion connection
A

u}i B >• given by the associated JT-connection W^B =

1

A

Pil\[s'' diS)\E] 'B-

The symmetrica of £ ar« c-uodatad with the Isometrics of the manifold G/H. They
are generated by global G-rotationa. These transformations rotate pointa in the bundle
£. In particular, they take elements g of G/B Into elements kg of t. The transformed
elements kg are not necessarily in the section G/H.

They must be projected back by

field-dependent if-traniformatlona h(g, k), such that kgh € G/H.

Under these H-

A

rotationa Wi B transforms like a connection. The Lagrangian £ is invariant provided
A

the fermions x

jl

B

transform like tensors, x* -»/•fl(A) BX *

Since the induced fl-rotatlon* BIB local, anomalies arise at the quantum level if
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thefrrmfanax* transferm In anomafatm representations of B. Infourdimensions, the
variation of the effective action ii gtosa by |T|

XT * sj-j/d*x•**'*'TVrflf Lj0*W| + sW/WftW||

whaeA»l+c,«a4tlM9tnciebaTarttefeiitikwnpMMntattimM. Tba anomaly (9) k
similar to an ordtasjyaiHmiaryaliice It obstrufetto
action. liiag|Htg£e«grsffitatbiidtiiao^
end onpfc^tcaJd'eg?^ of freedom begin to propagate. In a slgma mode), the anomaly
Is more subtle This k because the gaugefieldsare composite -they are functions of the
scalarfields4f. Sigma model anomalies do not create any now degrees of freedom. They
merely break soma of the symmetries and the geometrical Interpretation associated with
the classical action. For the case at hand, the anomaly breaks all symmetries In G that
are not In B.
Sigma modals with anomalies are unacceptable for physical reasons. Therefore we
would like to know when - If ever - the anomaly can be cancelled. One way to cancel the
anomaly ts well'knawn Gram gauge theories! One simply adds extra splnors so that the
fermbnlc determinant Is well-defined. In practical terms, this means that the fermloni
must transform In an anomaly-free representation of IT. In a algma model, there Is a
aocond approach. On* can add fecal couatarienns to the effective action In just such
a way Chat the anomaly Is **«T«M> Both the cttective action and the countertenns
transform anomslotiety under H, fart the svm xesnaJrv invariant.
WliatccuiiteHennBinttstaneaa^I toc^nf^thealgaMmoa^aiwmalyT The answer
ntobvfotn: Lt four dhnensfoiu, one simply «ddo as integral o w Ibe five-dlmenslonal
Chern-Sbaons term fkfttm(v) |B],

s

Tew Integral/ftuw«swt^T»du»MMlm
i to. f [0]. The variation of I eaaetfy cancel) tte i

= — - - - | / il'as***** Tr eo\ IwjoVi't + =byw(Wf|

x

8^8*4*8,4*8^.
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The coefficient -l/MOr wu chosen to cancel the anomaly (3), It Ii alio precisely the
right coefficient to ensure that the affective actios to Independent of D.
The eoimtertera (3) Ii written aa an Integral over a disk O. Lagranglan mechanics,
however, require* that ta BCUDD ba written as an Integral over spacetlme. Equation (3)
can be pulled back to an Integral over spacelime whenever the Chem-SImons term Is
closed, dil =s a. Then tl = da locally, and
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It Is easy to show that dU = TtR*. where the curvature JI « rib + w*. t l c b m
•hown that tba shpna model anomaly can be cancelled by local coantertenns whenever
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TrR*=Q. Thlfti^tcsubef^nefauxedtoanyeTendbiieiislon. fa2n-2dunenatons,
the anomaly is cancelled by the (3n - lj-almeniioaaj Chem-Slmons terra, prorided

TtR*=0.
There ate two eases when thkeoadlUoaleinitometicellyBatisfled. Thefirstbwban
dime" < 2* -1. Then TriJ" ntttomeUcaUy vanishes elnee there ace no Jn-forom cm e\
The second ta when Tr Jl* vanishes In any iennlenk representation. In two dbneoaknu
this happens lor symmetric apace*, as can be seen tram the commutation relations of
the Lie algebras.
If Tr R* j* 0, all la not lost, for the connection used to construct the Chera-Blnwms
term b not unique. One can always add a tensor r to the connection HI. Since r Is a
tensor, \J = u + r Is a connection, and r li eallid torsion, lb see how this works, let us
restrict ourselves to two dimensions, instead of theff-connectIonu m ptj\(g~ dg)\ ],
let us consider the £7«eonnectlon u' « poltr' ^). This connection Is only defined
when the fermlon isprescntatlona p form (^representations pa- Since pais'^e] =
Pc((<j rfff)|*fl + Polto-'nVJIffl, we see that the torsion r - pa^B" ^)^]. The Gconnection clearly satisfies the true condition since R • eV + ui = 0. The corre
sponding integrated Ghern-Blmoni term taku a very simple form,
l
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Its variation [a precisely the two-dimensional anomaly,

U -

-55j/eV**4rTr<£*>'*)

m
- £ /"d'xe'-Tr((*>,) a„<>'^eV
where we have wed the net thai t betengi to ff. Therefore (0) canceb) the anomaly of
the effective action.

In higher dlmesttona, the C-connectUm can also be need to caned the elgma model
anomaly. The variation of the Chern-SlmonB term cancels the anomaly up to local
counterterm* |4|. These extra eountcrtenne do not appear In two dlmenetons. The
anonudy —.tj-titwg condition*,, however, remain unchanged.
Actually, it hi not necessary for the fatnlon rspresentatione pa to form complete
&repMaenUtiana PQ. All that IJ necessary Is for the two repteiestatlons to five the
mne anomalous variation of I . A general roprosantetlro fie«SG decomposes into a
mm of representations of B. l b cancel the anomaly, these representations must Include
the fennton representation* pg. The other representations must ba anomafv»free under
H.
This condition For anomaly cancellation U precisely the 't Hooft match .ig condi
tion |6]. It implies that the nonlinear slgma model can be thought of u a low-energy
effective Lagranglan corresponding to an under)) .i.:g preonle theory. The fermiona In
the P^derlying theory form representations pa of a global symmetry group G. If G
Is spontaneously broken to B, the low-energy theory Is a nonlinear slgma model on
the manifold G/H, with the reunions transforming In representations p of S. The
fermlont in the two theories are related by a chlral G-rotatlon. This change of variables
given riae to e Jacobian that Is precisely the Chem-Slmons term. Since the preonic
theory la globally G-Invartant, the /f-anamallea of the nonlinear algma model cancel
between the Chern-Simons term and the low-energy fennlons [3,4].
H

If the 't Houft condition cannot be satisfied, there Is no connection u' such that
TrH'" = 0 . The elgma model anomaly cannot ba cancelled, and the nonlinear model
does not correspond to any underlying preonic theory. Since the curvature R generates
the holanomr group of G/ff, we say that eucb a eigma model suffersfroma holatumy
anomaly.

Within the context of chiral dynamka, tt Is natural for fermiona to transform is
representation*figof B. Other choice*, of course, are possible. In supersynm»etrfc
model*, for example, fermlone are section* of the tangent bundle T l » M « GfB. More
genermUy, fermhma can be sections of vector bundles tl associated to T. In tbb case the
fermkmeformlepreeentationefinof the stractaitt group If of the tangent bundle T.
If the fexmloa* ere to transform la any repiMBulatlon of M,It be neteaoary to intro-
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dwco an orfhononnatframee / OB g / g . The octkoaattiialframe,or vidbefat, depends
eathecoordmateed*. B gfvaa an orthnimnnal beak la the tangent apace a* each point
of GfB. Tbe lagrangien br tb* atgma modal k again given by eojiUion (1). The only
dJCntnca ii that ft* connection ei|r*8 h *»Joed»tteIfeiih^l^rftI»#trB*ta»gjin^
X, nJtotaaamUwI^alfiitnaftlMbotwiqrpoap J7, The connection u ^ s is jnet
the epte connection m tha fcrmloa lenteinntatftwi w .
Tha classical ajgms nodal action b invariant under generaltfoarduutetransfor
mations {*, and nnder localframerotation* IP*. The coordinate transformations • »
analogous to global G-transfbimations, and theframerotations correspond to the com
pensating f-pjejacttene. Tata can bo seen by choosing aframein which the vielbeiin
are symmetric in i and a. In tabframe,general coordinate transformations must be
accompanied by gauge-restoring lacalframerotations,

«V - « V +
rt

,

tf'w.

(a)

M

where L — Je' « (67& - flify). The framii rotation £•' Induces field-dependent
frame tranitbrmaUoni on the •plaora x end on tha connection v. If the fermion* are In
anomalous representations of M, the effective action is not invariant under diffeomorphlsnu.
As before, the holonomy aaomaljr can aomettmes be cancelled a Chern-Simons term
formed from the connection wf^a. If Trfl" « 0, the Chern-Stmons term can be pulled
hack to ipacetime, and Legranglaa mechanic! b wall-defined, If Tr JI" ^ o, one must
modify the Hosectkr by adding torsion.
On a group O one can always find a cbonactloD «' audi that R' = o. This follows
from the fact that every group manifold li parallelliable. The connection w' is valued In
tbe Lie algebra of the structure group $ of Q. Since Cf/S can he locally embedded fn O,
tha connection u* differsfromu by torsion. The connection w* can be used to cancel the
anomaly provided the fermlon representations p^ can he completed to representations
fig of £. Tola b tha appropriate generalisation of the 't Booft matching condition to
the present case.
It b sow obvious how to cancel the anomaly for a general Rtemannian manifold
M. Ac before, the fermfono form representatiose pg of the etrnctnre group X of the

T

tangent trandln T. If Uw fenntoos are eswenlou, «m must add a Glwrn^Efaaas lens.
TIwCliaii^unaiwi«nn can lw potted bad wbn«farI]rA*« a O t b r n b i i M H i i t
modify the connection.
Far mantfaUB M = G/H, w were able to c u e d tw* aooaiary mmg tie net tbet
fliw fa a natural Embedding of <?/g la g . Bar >g«naialRtaibinntan manifold Jt, tha
atnrlaaliinatflwianncftj. W » w i a * ^ l » fact tint M can teisom
inaft»t«pai»ofaiirectoitly tttihdbnwiatendl As f^oi^tlutspte connection** on J4
can be extended to a. connection W* cm B.* if th* fcrmlonraptaaentatlontpx can- be
completed to iepre«mtatioofl^ of j7=:0(d). SiacaS^ta flat, JP«tf, and tbf CbernSiinona term buill from <y can be putl«d bade to apacatime. It cancels the anomaly, up
to local countertenaa, and the sigma model en M la well-defined |4],
The pmpoae of this talk was to give a unified picture of sigma model anomalies.
We have shown haw the anomalies can be cancelled by CBeni-SImons terms built out
of appropriate cann-scttona (/. When generalised 't Hoofc condition! are tattifled, the
Chern-Simom term can be pulled back to an Integral over ipacstlae, and the effective
action la well-defined.
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